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Abstract 

Automatic Identification System (AIS) usually used on ships and by vessel traffic services (VTS) for identifying and locating 

vessels and ships by electronically exchanging data. The satellite based Automatic Identification System coverage reaches larger 

than that achievable with common terrestrial Automatic Identification System. In the Satellite based AIS have many challenges of 

message collisions, Doppler offset, propagation Delay due large field of view covered by satellite. In order to that need of signal 

Detector before demodulator required. In this paper, literature review of algorithms for AIS signal detection transmitted by ships 

and decoding methods for detected AIS signal. Through this method which will helpful for increase detection probability and SNR 

performance under message interference.  

Keywords: Automatic Identification System, modulation scheme, signal detector, signal decoder, message collision, 

Doppler offset 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE Automatic Identification System (AIS) is defined to improve navigation safety and maritime surveillance. The International 

Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) requires AIS on board passenger ships, vessels over 300 tons in international 

voyage, and vessels over 500 tons in non-international voyage. AIS are defined by the International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU) in Rec. ITU-R 1371-1 [I]. 

AIS work continuously, automatically, and are transparent to the user. It allows an efficient exchange of messages containing 

identification number, position, course, speed, and other navigational data. Messages are updated and retransmitted every few 

seconds to provide accurate information. In order to accommodate all transmissions with this high update requirement, a Self 

Organized Time Division Multiple Access (SOTDMA) communication scheme is used [7, 8]. Messages are exchanged between 

ships and between ships and shore stations in the AIS range, called cell. The cell diameter is nominally around 40 nautical miles 

(nm) or 70 - 80 km [6]. Vessels located at distances from coastlines larger than this range are only detected by ships nearby. In 

order to provide a global maritime surveillance capability, the satellite base AIS design and develop. AIS reception in space could 

be accomplished by a constellation of low earth orbit (LEO) satellites [6] that detect and decode AIS signals and then send 

information to ground station. Satellite based AIS have to face challenges of high Doppler of received signals. The Doppler shift 

depends on the relative velocity between transmitter and receiver and on the system frequency. Since the frequency assigned to 

AIS is around 162 MHz and satellite velocity 7 km/s is considered, the maximum Doppler is ±4Khz[4].Another challenge is the 

collision of frames from different ships. For satellite based AIS, the coverage the satellite corresponds to large geographical area. 

Therefore, a high SOTDMA cells visible to the satellite and the organized structure lost. AIS messages from multiple ships are 

received at the same slot period. 

II. REVIEW OF PAPERS  

 Kristian Reiten, Rune Schlanbusch, Raymond Kristiansen, Frank Vedal, Per J. Nicklasson, Per C. Berntsen “Link and 

Doppler Analysis for Space-Based AIS Reception” IEEE,July,2007[2] 

In this paper, the authors proposed investigation of AIS signal reception by LEO satellite in VHF band. They investigate Link 

budget, Doppler Effect influence, atmospheric attenuation, antenna design and signal reception for VHF band. According to our 

project requirement main focus on Doppler offset, link budget on transmitted signal from the transmitter side and as well as at the 

receiver side for determine Doppler offset and propagation delay. Doppler frequency f is defined as[2], 
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satellite is suggested for AIS. The size of the satellite will limit the size and number of onboard antennas. As a solution to this 

problem, the authors suggested to use cross dipole antenna for receiving terrestrial AIS signal as vertical polarized half wave length 

dipole antenna is used for transmission. Multipath reception occurs when the same signal is received from multi paths, due to 

reflection from hard surface. However, in open sea, there are very few objects that can reflect the signal. Reflection occurs only 

by surrounding water and surfaces of ship and satellite. This can cause degradation of the overall link performance. By reviewing 

this paper, We understand that for LEO satellite based AIS, effect of different impairments like Doppler effect, atmospheric 

influence, antenna design, multipath propagation on standard GMSK modulated AIS signal should be investigated [2]. 

 V. Turunen, M Kosunen, A. Huttunen “Implementation Of cyclostationary Feature Detector for cognitive radios” 

IEEE,2009[3] 

In this paper, the authors proposed investigation of spectrum sensing for cognitive radios to provide information about the 

surrounding radio spectrum .This enables cognitive radio system to communicate among existing radio systems without interfering 

them. Same way in the space in the wide spectrum for sensing the AIS signal we reviewed this concept of cyclostationary. As 

cyclostationarity introduced in the modulated signal and detected at the receiver and this will detect only AIS signal transmitted 

by ships for carrier frequency and rejects unwanted noise. For this AIs signal Detector algorithm used based on the cyclostationarity 

of signal for that calculation received signal processed with its delayed version of signal and pass it through the FFT block and that 

output used to calculate the threshold value by using chi square distribution curve[3] .By reviewing this paper we develop the 

algorithm for AIS signal Detector low SNR values. 

 Marian Jurado, Gallardo nad Ulrich Sorger “Coherent Receiver for AIs satellite Detection” IEEE,2010[4] 

In this paper, the authors proposed investigation for satellite based Automatic Identification System which provides global 

maritime surveillance to improve safety and to counteract illegal operations and terrorism. Two challenges arise first received 

signal have a large Doppler due to speed of the satellite, and second two or more signals from different ships can be received at 

the same time due to the large coverage of the satellite. In this paper author proposed maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and 

viterbi decoder to receive and decode the AIS signals and handle large Doppler shift. Maximum likelihood estimator is used for 

determine Doppler offset and channel response. In this paper GMSK demodulator is proposed to receive AIS messages sent from 

ships out of the range of the coastline in order to improve maritime surveillance. As AIS system is not prepared for space reception 

some difficulties arise. This receiver handles large Doppler frequency shift of the received signals for the range of ±3.8 khz. The 

MLE estimates the Doppler frequency of frame and also the channel [4]. Once the frequency estimated it can be compensated in 

the received signal and the channel is used into the trellis diagram for viterbi decoder. By reviewing this paper we develop our 

algorithm for determine the Doppler offset and time delay by using the known sequence and partial structure for design of signal 

decoder. 

 PaoloBurzigotti, Alberto Ginesi and Giulio Colavolpe “Advanced Receiver design for satellite based AIS signal Detection” 

Conference of Advanced satellite Multimedia systems IEEE,2010[5] 

In this paper, the authors proposed investigation of innovative architecture for satellite based Automatic Identification System. The 

receiver performance has been fully validated in the presence of the typical satellite channel characteristics and this devised receiver 

provides an excellent performance against the noise as well as a large resilience against message collisions, Doppler shift, and 

delay spread. Satellite based AIS has to face with severe technical challenges that were not considered in the original AIS [1] e.g. 

(i) colliding messages from ships transmitting from different SOTDMA cells (ii) relatively high carrier Doppler (iii) lower SNR 

ratio values (iv) longer relative propagation channel delays among the population of ships in visibility at any given time to cope 

with all these issues designed receiver. In this paper Digital signal remodulation and interference cancellation to enhance the 

message collision resolution performance of the receiver. In this method once the message successfully decoded is remodulated 

and subtracted from the composite signal is then reprocessed by the receiver to extract further messages. The iterative process is 

repeated until no more messages can be successfully decoded. To determine Doppler offset subband method used within the 

bandwidth of signal[5]. For the interfering messages another method used is the maximum likelihood. From this paper we design 

and develop the signal decoder method by using the maximum likelihood and correlators. In remod – demod method could decode 

one or two collided messages. For more than one or two collided message composite signal by using maximum likelihood estimator 

and correlators. 

III. CONCLUSION 

From this literature review below table is the summary of the characteristics of the AIS [1]: 
Table – 1 
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Characteristics of AIS 

Multiple Access Method Self-Organized TDMA (SOTDMA) 

TDMA frame length 60 sec 

Number slots in TDMA frame 2250 

Burst Structure 

Training Sequence : 24 bits 

Start flag : 8 bits 

Data : up to 168 bits 

FCS : 16 bits 

End flag : 8 bits 

Time buffer : 24 bits 

Transmission wavelength 1.85 m 

Transmission power 12.5 W (class A only) 

Modulation Bit Rate Gaussian minimum shift keying ,9600 bps 

Operational frequency bands VHF with two channels (161.975 MHz and 162.025 MHz) of 25 KHz bandwidth each[8] 

Satellite based Automatic Identification System has to face few challenges such as message collision, Doppler offset and delay 

spread. To overcome this issues these need to design and develop innovative AIS signal Detector and Doppler estimators and delay 

estimator. After determine the Doppler offset and delay spread by using that parameter in the signal decoder to compensate the 

effect of Doppler and delay spread. Estimated Doppler range is ± 4KHz. By using the cyclostationarity property feature of the 

received signal at the receiver AIS signal detector will design. The maximum likelihood estimation with the use of the known 

training sequence Doppler offset and delay spread estimated. For design of the signal decoder correlators and maximum likelihood 

algorithm will be use for the decoder. 
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